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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE ONSLOW COLLEGE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 

 At Onslow College 15 November 2021 AT 5:30PM 

Present:            Sheena Millar, Michelle Rush (Chair), Mark Patchett Hilary Smith, Sudesh Lourdes, Sally 
Robinson, Lily Harward Jones, Finn McKenzie, Bridget Rhodes, Alex MacCreadie 

Apologies:  Donna Cormack 

In attendance:  Katrina Brell (Board Secretary) 

Guests:  Warren Henderson, Janet Glenn, Penny Kinsella, Misbah Sadat 

Warren Henderson 
Strategic Goal – To collaboratively design an innovative curriculum that supports equitable 
learning pathways. 
Annual goal: Develop a consistent equitable approach for reporting through the learning 
program. 
 
PCSchool have been working with IT and Office around storage of data from past years. 
 

  Annual Goal: Investigate the development of an equitable junior curriculum. 
   

 Warren shared an additional document with the board. Warren advised we have got some of 
the way towards achieving our goal but not all the way. What we have noticed is that we need 
the whole staff to be moving towards this change. We are visiting Hastings Girls High school on 
Thursday to learn from them. 
The process used has been a group of 6-7 volunteer staff with some gaps in learning areas. Sally 
observed that with a significant shift like this volunteers may not be the best option as staff 
need time to put into it. We need to decide quickly what change is wanted and get it done.  
Warren emphasised that the timeline hasn’t changed but we haven’t got something off the 
ground for next year and that is what we will be working on. 
Warren will report back to the Board in December on what was learnt at Hastings Girls College. 
 
A question was asked about the process from here.  Warren advised that we need to engage LLT 
and that will help drive the departments to engage in the curriculum work.  Mark advised that 
the strategic plan will need to recognize the size of this and give it priority. 
The school will need to work on communicating how we are going to make this happen, 
including with Raroa, parents and staff.  Hilary advised that the values process did is create the 
opportunity for some people to broaden their focus on NZ curriculum.  
It was also important that the roles and responsibilities of the group working on this were clear, 
to support the communications back to the learning areas so that when staff are signed up they 
know what they are responsible for. 
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Michelle conveyed that with communications to staff and whānau in terms of the “why” it 
would be helpful to have the access to the data on where students are at, including where there 
are equity gaps, to help explain why we have to shift. 

    
 Alex expressed concern on how far behind the school was, and how slow the progress appeared.  

Michelle asked that as part of the report back from Hastings Girls, ways to speed progress up 
also be put forward. so that we can get some traction.  Lily conveyed that it would be good to 
talk to students to see how they feel about it as they are the ones that will be mainly affected 
with it. 

  
It was conveyed that it took Hastings Girls College 4 years to get through the curriculum change.  
They had a very good three-year program that staff, whānau knew. 

  
 It will be better next year as it has been hard to show the data in a manner where staff can see 

where there are gaps. 
 
 Hilary advised there is some work to do to make it clear to staff what the link is between the 

data and curriculum review.  It was advised that the parents need to be aware of this too. 
  
 Janet Glenn  

Strategic Goal: To create positive opportunities for Māori and all ākonga to be biculturally 
confident citizens; honor Te Tiriti o Waitangi. 
 
Annual Goal: Accelerate improvement for Māori Learners using the Learning Conversation Tool 
 
Janet shared some statistics around the learning conversation tool and shared that when staff 
have been getting their teacher registration done, they are using this tool as their evidence.  
There are teachers who are doing really good inquiry on how they can make that pedagogical 
shift in their classroom.  
 
STEM data has been good, sent data to English LA and there are great conversations happening 
about tracking students’ journeys and the requirement for  data to show this.  With the move to 
the new system next year teachers will have more control of the data. 
 

 Annual Goal: Further develop staff conscientisation through professional learning opportunities. 
   

  The Ulearn conference was fantastic. Hei puāwai would like to come and work with the learning 
areas around Matariki 
Ulearn gave us the rights to go in and replay all the keynote speakers and workshops that the 
Board can look at if you are interested. 
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 Penny Kinsella  
Strategic Goal: Wellbeing – To ensure that all aspects of our ākonga (staff and students) 
wellbeing are supported so that they can grow and thrive. 
 
Annual Goal:  
Staff wellbeing goal has not progressed much so far but Penny is in discussions with other 
teachers to set up a wellbeing plan. 
Most Teachers and students acknowledge that is how we do stuff.  As we go through the school 
it becomes worse.  A lot of it is around whose voice and who is making the decisions.  Looking at 
the annual plan and the wellbeing part of it is that it wasn’t very clear on how we make our 
targets. We talked about looking at the systems and practices for the wellbeing and getting 
more consultations being done.  The Ako system is valuable, but we have some teachers buying 
into it but some not and that is reflected as students as well.  There is a lot of work to do and 
needs more thought and consultation that needs to be done. 
What we believe in, how do we do stuff, who we talk to when something is going wrong. We 
don’t have the middle layer in it. We have nothing for the next level for the year 10 students. 
Mark advised we spoke about a few meetings back around the values, behaviors and what we 
do, continuation discussion on what does this look like.  When we get feedback and it is 
confronting and it is hard, what do we do now?  What is your next step? 
Penny conveyed my next step is looking at being clear on our indicators and what does student 
wellbeing look like, going back to students and staff. 
Sheena conveyed we are doing the restorative with staff and a lot of schools do it through PB4L.   
Penny conveyed that we have applied for funding to engage with the restorative practices who 
will be in school more often and working with the middle leadership. 
Hilary conveyed we did talk about getting someone in to do more workshops with staff about 
how we behave in class and behavior. 
Mark conveyed it is the connection with that and to what end, this is the wellbeing. 

 
Michelle conveyed from the Boards perspective is what would be helpful is when you indicate 
what the indicators are to bringing back to the board these are the performance indicators, this 
might be what will get us there. Then we have a plan and we can track and see how it works for 
next year and it can be added to the strategic plan and then we can bring it back to staff. 

 
It was suggested that we look at some quick wins. Bridget conveyed that a Speak Up culture in 
place, where there is a framework that if you talk to this individual, it stays confidential.   

 
There was a discussion on the restorative training that staff are having and it was advised that 
this training is a good opportunity to support the staff and student wellbeing. 

 
 Misbah Sadat  

 Strategic Goal: To collaboratively design an innovative curriculum that supports equitable 
learning pathways.  
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Annual Goal:  To develop a tool to track the progression of student achievement. 
    

 I started the goal at the beginning of having a tracking tool which has resulted in a whole change 
in SMS system.  The last month has been about getting the feedback and having workshops with 
staff.  Next week we are working with data staff member to find out how we work on 
transferring the data.  They have met with a Timetable team.  Key people that will be trained 
will be Hilary and Michael Gates (SCT) to be trained to support staff.  Next year we will have a 
full day to train staff.  We have someone coming in on December 1st (SOD) to meet with some 
staff to have a korero.   Staff were notified that the change is happening on Friday, we will still 
have PCSchool open for a year so we can always get data if it is required. 

 One thing that is missing is that I have been talking with Learning Area Leaders but have not met 
with the Subject Leaders, so next year I would like to meet with the next level down so I can 
teach them how to work the data which will result in a conversation with their Learning Area 
Leaders. 

 
 Sheena Millar  

Property Goal – To create a physical environment that enhances the Onslow Way and nurtures 
ākonga (students and staff) 

  
Maycroft have put the site office up.  The roofing is about to begin although we are working 
through the scaffold going up prior to the exams starting.   

 
Mitch Neilson Presentation  
The whole learning support department have made sure there is access design for building, 
curriculum.  They been working from the edges to try and get change in LA thinking, change in 
acceptance that every student comes to this school should be in every mainstream class.  The 
work that the department have done with English has been extraordinary.  
Sudesh asked who was in the department, Janet conveyed what the department consists of. 
There was a discussion around the need of Learning Support and the funding is decreasing.  It 
was asked that the funding costs come through to the finance committee to be signed off for 
the next year budget. 
There is an issue that it is across the Board.  Janet conveyed that she met with Ministry and 
there are students not coming into school, it started with COVID but it got worse because there 
is no one there to do the work on the outside.  
Janet conveyed that she is working to see if we can get whanau navigators to work with Tawa, 
Newlands and Onslow to help support the department. 
The department do a phenomenal job and they have had phenomenal success with the 
students.   
Something we need to remember is funding stops at year 10 which makes it very challenging.  
We need to know where our extra funding is going.   
The team has worked together to change the criterial for learning support where they need to 
have a diagnosis that is connected to a phycologist.   
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Bridget conveyed, through lockdown they set up so many things they do every day so when we 
had the 2nd lockdown it went really well. It was suggested that these learnings should go to 
teachers for the students that aren’t learning support to help them. Janet conveyed that he is 
trying too. 

 
Michelle advised where integration should happen is through Mitch, Warren and Misbah so that 
it flows on together. 
The Board recognized that even though they have had the lack of funding they have still 
managed to put things in place to support the students which is really impressive. 

 
Welcome 

1. Meeting Administration 
 

1.1. Disclosure of Conflict of Interest 
No Conflicts of Interest 
 

1.2. Additions to the Agenda 
COVID 
Board Governance 
Timing of the next meeting 
Change Management  
 

1.3. Minutes and Matters arising 
 
 
 

Actions from Meeting 
Action Person Responsible Status 

Actions from Previous Meetings 
Lets talk about porn – PowerPoint to be 
shared with Board 

Katrina  Completed 

To write the letter and send through to 
Michelle check and sign. Craig to draft 
letter and send through ICT Committee 
then Michelle to sign off. 

ICT Committee In Progress, draft has been written and 
will send it through to the ICT Committee 

and then to Michelle to sign off. 

It was suggested if we should ask the PTA if 
there was a evening they could to support 
education on vaping for our students.  
Keeping up the conversation on the 
bulletin and in the panui. 

Sheena/Katrina We have talked to the PTA.  Sheena met 
with a parent who is involved in a group 

around research, and he is keen to 
support an evening for Parents.  He is 
going to come back with confirmed 

information. 
Completed 
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Michelle to call Warren Henderson to pick 
a EOTC to interrogate.  It was agreed that it 
is included in the policy meeting as an 
agenda to choose a EOTC event for the 
next meeting. 

Michelle In progress 
To be put to the policy committee 

Completed 

Student reps to bring the Instagram policy 
to the policy committee, and to reach out 
to NZSTA for guidance as part of this. 

Tony & Sophie In progress 
To be brought to the policy committee 

Completed 
 

Motion 

The minutes of the meeting held on 18 October 2021 were confirmed and as being true and 
accurate record of the meeting. 

Moved: Mark Patchett ǀ Seconded: Sudesh Lourdes ǀ CARRIED 
Co-opted 
Finn Mackenzie  
Michelle moved that we formally co-opt Finn Mackenzie to the board effective from today until 
the 2022 student elections. 
 

1.4. Correspondence 
 
Resignations 

Stephen Knibbs 
The Board accepts the resignation and wishes Stephen all the best. 
 
Hamish McWilliam 
The Board accepts the request that he goes to Part Time 
 
Andy Wilson 
The Board accepts the request that he goes to Part Time 
 
Miriama Pere 
The Board accepts the resignation and wishes Miriama all the best. 
 
Minga Kana 
The Board accepts the resignation and wishes Minga all the best. 

 
The Board accepts all correspondence. 

Moved: Bridget Rhodes ǀ Seconded: Alex MacCreadie ǀ CARRIED 
 

2. Reports and reviews 
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2.1. Principal’s report  
Sheena tabled her report. 
There was a review of the current classes that are not running in 2022. Sheena conveyed that we 
have combined Art-History and Art Design and now this class is running for 2022.  Next year’s 
enrolments are really important for staffing levels. 
 
The Board have reviewed and noted that they received the SMS System decision document and 
thank you for the hard work in exploring the change. 

 Motion 

That the Principal’s report is accepted 
Moved: Sally Robinson ǀ Seconded: Lily Harward Jones ǀ CARRIED 

 

2.3. Health & Safety 
Covered in Principal’s Report 
 

2.4. Trustees Report 
 

2.4.1. Student  
Lily wanted to talk about sexual harassment as a school.  Main thing is address is how to 
establish a better culture where people feel comfortable coming forward when something 
happens.  She acknowledged that the school does courses in Junior health about consent but 
wanted ways to follow this through in the senior school.  There was a need to make sure the 
process for reporting these matters is more transparent and accessible to the school 
community.  Students need to know how to support their friends and to have access to staff 
members that are trained to support students.   
Mark conveyed that it links into the student wellbeing. 
Lily said students should feel safe in a classroom, and she knew that some students don’t feel 
safe. 
Hilary suggested that we have staff and students trained and a space where students can come 
to staff that is safe for them to talk.  It was suggested that Hilary goes back to staff to see if 
there is a group that is interested in being part of such a support network. 
 

Action – Hilary to go back to staff to see who would be interested in being part of a support group for 
students. 
Action – Sheena to call Ministry Traumatic Incident Team to see if there is training available  
Action – Lily to bring back results from the cultural committee. 
  

The board agreed that Penny Kinsella take on this task to support the students. 
 
2.4.2. Staff 
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Hilary gave her verbal report.  
Staff are ok, there has been a lot on with the marking of exams, Parent Teacher Conferences, 
however staff have been positive about doing it online.  The online meetings were good as it gave 
options for parents to both attend instead of one parent, and there had been a positive response. 
There has been some stress with the information in the media. 
A question was asked about the feeling around the pace of change within the staff. Hilary 
conveyed that there are some staff who are ready for it and take it in their stride and there are 
some staff that will find it hard.  We have to take that into account and the Board needs to be 
clear on what the priorities are in regard to change, and we might not be able to do everything at 
once.  
 

2.4.3. Whanau 
No Report 
 

2.3. Subcommittees 
 

2.3.1. Resourcing  
Sally advised that we will still have a deficit for next year, mainly due to the loss of income from 
international students. Some one-off government grants have helped. We have had a property 
overspend due to vandalism.  We are aiming for a break-even budget. The resources committee 
has asked Craig and Sheena to come up with some innovations that we can put in place i.e., 
donations.  
It was discussed in the Resourcing meeting that if we do want to raise our donations, then we 
would need to really work on communications to parents on why we are increasing them. 
We need to look at a long-term thinking beyond next year, and at the next meeting, will need to 
make a decision on fees and communications to parents. 
 
Motion 
That the finance report be accepted 
 

      Moved: Mark Patchett ǀ Seconded: Sudesh Lourdes ǀ CARRIED 
 

2.3.1. Property Report 
Craig was going to put through a list to send through to parents on what we have done this year 
for property.  The next phase is still with cabinet.   

 Moved: Bridget Rhodes ǀ Seconded: Hilary Smith ǀ CARRIED 
2.3.2. Policy  

 
5.7 Cyber Safety 
It was agreed by the Board approve the policy 
 
At the meeting we viewed three policies: 
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• Presiding Member/Co Chair 
• Co-governance  
• Board Representation  

These have gone through to SLT and whānau.  Michelle is advising that we will send these through 
offline and any comments to be back to Michelle before the next Policy meeting. 

The Search and Retention policy is to be shared with SLT and then it will come back to the Policy 
Committee which will then come back to the Board for sign off.  

Moved:  Finn McKenzie ǀ Seconded: Sudesh Lourdes ǀ CARRIED 
 

2.3.3. IT Committee 
The major project platform “Novel” has been migrated from the old to the new.  The firewall and 
filtering have been improved and the sonic wall pop up has been removed.  The print server has 
increased, and staff can now print better.  The school can now manage filtering better and good 
security is in place. 
Phase 2 will begin in the Christmas holidays; we are looking to run both platforms to ensure staff 
have access to everything until we do the switch over. 
In regards updating the website, we have a preferred vendor who have sent us a quote. Whilst 
the IT committee advised that we should look to get three more quotes, they have not been 
forthcoming.  
 
Action – Sheena to forward the quote to Sudesh to review and come back to us. 
 

2.3.4. Community 
PTA Meeting - Monday 22nd November – Michelle attending 
 
 

3. General Business 
• Board January Workshop (Next Board Meeting) – End of January so that SLT can present 

the Annual Goals. 
o Session on values and behaviour for the January meeting and what it looked like for 

us as a board.  
• Board Self Review (Survey out to Board) 
• Michelle has advised that she is stepping down from the chair next year. At the beginning 

of next year we will need to appoint a new Board Chair. 
• COVID Update 

o We will have cases in the school in the future. People are in the mindset that if it 
does happen, we will be online.  The decisions on how we operate rest with the 
school and board.  

o Ventilation and controlling airflow is an area we are looking to improve. We have 
spoken as staff around having windows open all the time or having them open for 10 
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mins at a time.  We have four classes with CO2 sensors.  It was suggested that the 
PTA could use the funds that they have to purchase the monitors to support the 
students.  Mark proposed that we bring it up at the next PTA meeting. 

o Feedback from the community was that parents wanted more communication from 
teachers as parents found that students were not communicating with them.  
Sheena confirmed that she will raise this matter with the Learning Area Leaders. 

• Learning Area Leaders for next meeting (14 December 2021) 
o Progress against strategic Goals 
o Moving forward and what is next 
o What the Board would like to see as a school 
o Financial Position going forward 
o Invite them to have a Meal with us on the night 

• Change Management 
o Concern around the changes that are going on 
o Do we have enough support out there and there has been a lot of analysis and not 

much movement? Project Management or Coordinator, dedicated resource that can 
co-ordinate the data to support the changes that we are doing. The link is not there 
between data, outcome.  

 

 
4. In-Committee 

The Board moved into committee at 7:30pm  
The Board moved out of committee at 7:40pm 
 
The Board moved back into committee at 10:00pm 
The Board moved out of committee at 10:33 pm 
 
 

• Communication with Community  
• Summary was sent out in December for final panui. 

Approved as a true and correct record:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Signed: ....................................................................... Date: .......................................................... 

08/02/2022




